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The paper investigates the use of topological annotations (called topologi-
cal invariants) to answer topological queries in spatial databases. The focus
is on the translation of topological queries against the spatial database into
queries against the topological invariant. The languages considered are first-
order on the spatial database side, and fixpoint+counting, fixpoint, and
first-order on the topological invariant side. In particular, it is shown that
fixpoint+counting expresses precisely all the ptime queries on topological
invariants; if the regions are connected, fixpoint expresses all ptime queries on
topological invariants.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Spatial data is an increasingly important part of database systems. It is present
in a wide range of applications: geographic information systems, video databases,
medical imaging, CAD-CAM, VLSI, robotics, etc. Different applications pose dif-
ferent requirements on query languages and therefore on the kind of spatial infor-
mation that is needed. For example, in some cases the precise distance between
points is important, while in other applications only topological relationships are of
interest. Such differences in scope and emphasis are crucial, as they affect the data
model, the query language, and the performance. In this paper we focus on the
representation and querying of topological properties of spatial databases.
Motivated primarily by geographic information systems, we use a spatial model
that speaks about regions in the two-dimensional plane. Regions are specified by
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inequalities involving polynomials with rational coefficients, as done in constraint
databases (such regions are called semi-algebraic). Topological properties of regions
are those that are invariant under homeomorphisms of the plane. This means,
intuitively, that continuous deformations and reflections of the spatial instance do
not affect satisfaction of the property. For example, the property ‘‘the intersection
of regions P and Q is connected’’ is a topological property. On the other hand, the
property ‘‘the point p is north of the point q’’ is not topological. In previous work
[PSV99] it was shown that topological properties of semi-algebraic regions in a
spatial database can be completely summarized by an annotation presented in
classical relational database form, called the topological invariant of the database.2
Moreover, the topological invariant of a semi-algebraic database can be con-
structed very efficientlyin NC.
Suppose that a topological query is posed against the spatial database. In prin-
ciple, the query can be answered by another query posed against the topological
invariant. Since the topological invariant is in most cases smaller in size than the
original database, this strategy is likely to be more efficient. In order for this to
work, topological queries in the spatial query language need to be effectively trans-
lated into queries in some query language for topological invariants. There are two
components to this question:
v What language Linv on topological invariants is needed in order to answer
the topological queries formulated in a given query language Lspatial on spatial
databases?
v Is there an effective, uniform translation of topological queries in Lspatial
into queries in Linv? What is the complexity of the translation?
To answer the first question, it is useful to understand the expressiveness of various
query languages on topological invariants. Topological invariants have special
structure, so with some luck they might be better behaved than arbitrary relational
databases. This is fully confirmed by our first result: we show that fixpoint+
counting expresses precisely the ptime queries over topological invariants ( fixpoint
alone is sufficient if the regions are connected). This should be contrasted with the
situation on arbitrary structures, where fixpoint+counting falls short of capturing
ptime (indeed, it is conjectured that there is no language capturing ptime). This
result is very helpful in answering the first question above, since it makes
fixpoint+counting (or fixpoint in the case of connected regions) a natural target for
the translation of topological queries on spatial databases. In the broader context
of the theory of query languages, the result is significant because it identifies
topological invariants as a class of finite structures of practical interest which is very
well behaved with respect to descriptive complexity.
With respect to the second question, we focus on the translation problem for
first-order queries. A common language for constraint spatial databases is
FO(R, <). We consider primarily this language on the spatial database side. On
the topological invariant side, fixpoint+counting is a possible translation target, as
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suggested by the earlier expressiveness result. Indeed, we show that topological
FO(R, <) queries can be uniformly translated in linear time into fixpoint+
counting queries on the invariant. However, another natural candidate target for the
translation is FO. The translation problem now becomes much harder, and we
solve it in the special case of single-region databases. However, the region can be
highly complex, so the result is fairly general and provides considerable insight into
the technical issues involved in the translation. Unfortunately, the translation
cannot be extended to the multi-region case [GroSeg99].
Interestingly, even when both FO and fixpoint+counting can be used as targets
of the translation of topological FO(R, <) queries, there is a significant difference
in the complexity of the translation: the complexity is hyperexponential in the
quantifier depth of the input query when the target is FO, but it goes down to
linear time in the size of the query when the target is fixpoint+counting. This
suggests an interesting trade-off between the expressive power of the target query
language over the topological invariant and the complexity of the translation.
Related Work. Work in spatial databases has focused on developing models and
query languages targeted to various application domains, as well as appropriate
data structures and efficient evaluation techniques. We refer to [Par95] for a sur-
vey of the field emphasizing geographic information systems.
Various topological invariants have been used in geographic information systems
in order to speed up the evaluation of queries that make reference to topological
properties of regions (e.g., in the ARCINFO system [Mor85, Mor89]). Among
them, the 4-intersection model of topological relationships [FK86, Her91, Wor92]
has been widely adopted in geographic information systems and has been used in
several spatial query languages [Ege94, OV91, SZ91]. The satisfiability problem
for 4-intersection relationships is investigated in [GPP95]. The expressiveness of
these relationships has been investigated by Egenhofer and Franzosa [EF91], who
make the argument that they are natural and cognitively plausible and observe that
they cover all possibilities that are expressible in the language that includes disjoint-
ness of two sets, interior, exterior, boundary, and Boolean connectives. The 4-inter-
section invariant was further refined by Egenhofer and Franzosa, by taking into
account additional information such as the number and dimension of components
of the boundary intersection of two regions [FE92, Ege93, EF95a]. In particular,
the invariant exhibited in [EF95a] is claimed (without proof) to completely
characterize two regions (disks) up to homeomorphism.
Unlike the above topological invariants, the topological invariants we use are
lossless, i.e., they completely characterize the topology of a set of regions. The
invariants contain information similar to the PLA model proposed by the U.S.
Census Bureau, which provides topological properties on points, lines, and areas
[Cor79, Par95]. The invariants we use can be viewed as an augmentation of the
PLA model. Models using decompositions of the space into cell complexes have
been used in the geographic information systems community for some time (e.g., see
(FK86, Her91, Wor92]). The complexity of computing topological information
based on cell complexes, similar to the PLA model and to our invariants, has been
studied in computational geometry [BKR86, KY85]. While a flaw has been
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discovered in the complexity analysis of [BKR86], later modifications recovered
and even improved upon their upper bounds; see Renegar [Ren92].
The topological invariant we use is essentially the one introduced in [PSV99].
The invariants proposed in [KPV95] are also close to the topological invariants
we consider, but capture isotopy-generic information.
Various notions of G-invariance (or G-genericity) for different groups G of per-
mutations are discussed in [Par+94]. They propose a spatial database model that
includes spatial and thematic information and propose a calculus and an equivalent
algebra.
Much of the formal work related to spatial databases focuses on constraint
databases consisting of relations whose tuples represent semi-algebraic regions,
specified by polynomial inequalities. Such databases and corresponding query
languages were first considered in [KKR95]. In particular, they investigate the
question of when the answer of a query on a constraint database is representable
as a constraint database. Their results are based on quantifier elimination in the
first-order theory of the reals [Tar51].
Our result that fixpoint+counting expresses ptime on topological invariants is
closely related to an elegant result in finite-model theory independently obtained by
Grohe [Gro98]. It is shown there that fixpoint+counting expresses ptime on
planar graphs and fixpoint alone captures ptime on 3-connected planar graphs.
The paper is organized as follows. The spatial model used in the paper, as well
as topological invariants, several relational and spatial query languages, and
EhrenfeuchtFraisse games, are reviewed in the Preliminaries. Section 3 contains
the result on the capture of ptime by fixpoint+counting on topological invariants
and related results. Section 4 presents the results on the translation of spatial
topological FO(R, <) queries into fixpoint+counting and FO queries on topologi-
cal invariants.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Practical spatial databases (such as geographic information systems) mix
thematic and spatial information. Answers to queries can also be multi-sorted. Since
our focus is on the spatial aspect, we adopt a simplified model where the only
thematic information consists of region names. Also, for the sake of simplicity and
uniformity, we only consider Boolean queries defining properties of sets of regions.
We consider only regions in the two-dimensional space.
We use the following model for spatial databases. We assume we are given an
infinite set names (consisting of names of regions). A spatial database schema is a
finite subset Reg of names. An instance I over a schema Reg is a mapping from Reg
to subsets of R2. For each r # Reg, I(r) provides a set of points called the extent of
r. We generally refer to a set of points in the plane as a region. In practice, each
I(r) is finitely specified, although this may be transparent to the user. In this paper,
all regions considered are compact (bounded and closed) and specified by a dis-
junction of conjunctions of polynomial inequalities with rational coefficients (this
later property is usually referred to as semi-algebraic). In this paper, we will call
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connected a region whose boundary is connected. In the following, the term region
will be used in the restricted manner just described, unless otherwise specified.
As discussed earlier, we are interested here in topological properties of spatial
instances. Two instances I, J over a spatial schema Reg are topologically equivalent
iff there exists a bijection *: R2  R2 such that both * and *&1 are continuous and
for each r # Reg, *(I(r))=J(r). A property { of spatial instances is topological if it
is invariant under homeomorphisms, that is for all topologically equivalent
instances I, J over a given schema, I satisfies { iff J satisfies {.
Topological invariants. In [PSV99] it was shown that one can efficiently com-
pute from a given semialgebraic spatial instance I a finite relational structure top(I )
called the topological invariant of I that describes completely the topological proper-
ties of I. The spatial model used in [PSV99] is slightly different from the one we
use: regions are assumed to be homeomorphic to the unit disk and so are open and
have dimension two. In contrast, our regions are closed and may have dimension
zero, one, or two (the change is motivated by geographic information systems,
where such regions are common). However, the construction and results of
[PSV99] pertaining to the topological invariant are easily adapted to the model
used here. We briefly describe the construction of the invariant and the results.
The invariant is constructed from a maximum topological cell decomposition of
the spatial instance. A topological cell decomposition of I is a partition of R2 into
finitely many subsets called cells such that for every homeomorphism * of R2, if I
is globally invariant by * (*(I )=I ) then, for every cell c, *(c) is a cell. It can be
verified that for each spatial instance I there exists a unique maximal (in terms of
number of cells) topological cell decomposition. The maximum topological cell
decomposition can be constructed from a semi-algebraic spatial instance in nc,
using results3 on cell complexes obtained in [BKR86, KY85]. We summarize their
approach, slightly adapted to our context. Given a semi-algebraic spatial instance
I over a schema Reg, a sign assignment is a mapping _: Reg  [o, &, ], and the
sign class of _ is the set I _ =def r # Reg r_(r), where ro is the interior of r, r is the
boundary, and r& is the exterior. A cell complex for I is a partition of R2 into
finitely many, nonempty, pairwise disjoint regions, called cells, such that:
1. each cell is homeomorphic to R0, R1, or R2[a finite set of points]. The
dimension of a cell is defined in the obvious manner.
2. the closure of each cell is a union of other cells;
3. each cell is included in some sign class I _.
It is shown in [KY85] that a cell complex can be constructed from a given semi-
algebraic spatial instance in nc. One can further show that the maximum (see
definition above) topological cell decomposition can be constructed from the cell
complex obtained in [KY85], and the overall complexity remains nc.
The topological invariant for a spatial instance I is built up from the maximum
topological cell decomposition for I. Cells of dimension 0, 1, and 2 are called
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vertices, edges, and faces, respectively. The topological invariant associated to spatial
instances over a schema Reg is a finite structure consisting of the following relations
(their meaning is explained intuitively):
1. unary relations Vertex, Edge, Face, and Exterior-face providing the cells of
dimension 0, 1, 2, and a distinguished face of dimension 2 called the exterior face.
2. Edge-Vertex is a binary relation providing endpoint(s) for edges.
3. Face-Edge is a binary relation providing, for each face (including the
exterior cell), the edges on its boundary.
4. Face-Vertex is a binary relation providing, for each face (including the
exterior cell), the vertices adjacent to it.
5. for each region name p # Reg, a unary relation p providing the set of cells
contained in region p.
6. Orientation is a 5-ary relation providing the clockwise and counterclock-
wise orientation of edges incident to each vertex. More precisely, ( # , v, e1 , e2 ,
e3) # Orientation iff v is a vertex, e1 , e2 , e3 are edges of faces incident to v, and e2
lies between e1 and e3 in the clockwise order on the incidents cells of v, and
( / , v, e1 , e2 , e3) # Orientation iff v is a vertex, e1 , e2 , e3 are cells incident to v, and
e2 lies between e1 and e3 in the counterclockwise order on the incident cells of v.
Let inv(Reg) denote the above schema and let top denote the mapping associating
to each spatial instance I over Reg its topological invariant over inv(Reg).
Remark. The topological invariant of [PSV99] had a slightly different schema
and definition. The Orientation relation was 4-ary instead of 5-ary and corre-
sponded to the successor relation of the incident cells of a given vertex v. For tech-
nical reasons, in our setting Orientation provides the full cyclic order of the cells
incident to v (without this modification, Theorem 4.9 does not hold). This change
does not affect the results on the invariant from [PSV99].
The main result on the topological invariant is the following.
Theorem 2.1 [PSV99]. Let Reg be a spatial database schema.
(i) The mapping top associating to each spatial database instance over Reg its
topological invariant is computable in polynomial time (and nc) with respect to the
size of the representation of I.
(ii) For all spatial instances I, J over Reg, I and J are topologically equivalent
if top(I ) and top(J) are isomorphic.
Also useful is the following result, which says that the invariant can be efficiently
inverted. A linear spatial instance is a semi-algebraic instance defined by linear
inequalities.
Theorem 2.2 [PSV99]. For each spatial instance I there exists a topologically
equivalent linear spatial instance J computable in polynomial time from top(I ).
Some query languages. We assume familiarity with classical relational query
languages such as FO (relational calculus), Datalog, Datalogc, and the fixpoint
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and while queries (see [AHV95]). Recall that the fixpoint of queries are expressed
by various languages such as inflationary Datalogc and inflationary fixpoint logic
FO+++ [AHV95]. It is well known that fixpoint expresses precisely ptime
[Imm86, Var82] and while expresses exactly pspace [Var82] on ordered databases.
Without order, this is not the case: for example, neither fixpoint nor while can
express the parity query on unary relations (this asks if the number of elements in
the relation is even or odd). Queries sech as parity can be expressed if a counting
mechanism is added to FO+++, yielding, the fixpoint+counting queries. The
counting is provided by counting quantifiers of the form _ix .(x) where integer
variables i range over an ordered domain of the same size as the input finite domain
and disjoint from it (see [CFI92, GO93] for details). Unfortunately, fixpoint+
counting still fails to express ptime [CFI92].
Most of the languages previously proposed for spatial databases, including con-
straint query languages [KKR95, GS99, GST94, Par+95, BDLW98], have first-
order syntax and use variables ranging over numbers (reals or rationals) or over
points. We adapt the classical definitions of these languages to our framework. Let
Reg be a spatial database schema. By slight abuse of notation we denote also by
Reg the first-order signature consisting of a binary relation for each region name in
Reg. The language FO(R, <) is first-order logic using region names (viewed as
binary relations), variables ranging over R, and the binary relation < interpreted
as the usual order on R. It was shown in [KKR95] that every FO(R, <) query can
be evaluated in nc (relative to the size of the representation of a given semi-
algebraic spatial instance). A useful variation is first-order logic where variables
range over points in R2 and where the order < is replaced by two order relations
< x and <y with the following meaning: p<x q iff the x-coordinate of p< the
x-coordinate of q, and similarly for < y . Note, also that the schema consists of
region names viewed as unary relations rather than binary. The point-based
language just described is denoted by FO(P, <x , <y). Its complexity is also nc.
What is the connection between FO(R, <) and FO(P, <x , < y)? Clearly,
FO(R, <) subsumes FO(P, <x , <y) and can express queries that FO(P, < x , < y)
cannot, such as: ‘‘does region P intersect the diagonal?’’ as _x P(x, x).4 However,
it is shown in [PSV99] (and the result easily carries over to our spatial model) that
the two languages express precisely the same topological properties of spatial
instances. The fragments of the two languages expressing topological properties are
denoted by FOtop(R, <) and FOtop(P, <x , < y), respectively. It is easy to see that
these fragments are not effective: it is undecidable whether a sentence in FO(R, <)
or in FO(P, < x , < y) is topological.5 In this paper we assume that queries arising
in certain applications are topological, and we do not deal with the issue of verify-
ing or enforcing this property. To our knowledge, it is open whether there exist
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effective syntactic subsets of FO(R, <) and FO(P, <x , <y) that express precisely
their topological fragments.
EhrenfeuchtFraisse games. Consider first-order logic FO over a given
vocabulary. Let FOr denote the FO sentences of quantifier depth r. Recall that the
quantifier depth qd(.) is defined inductively by qd(.)=0 if . is quantifier-free,
qd(. 6 )=qd(. 7 )=max[qd(.), qd()], qd(c.)=qd(.), and
qd(_x.)=qd(\x.)=qd(.)+1.
Two structures are FOr-equivalent if they satisfy precisely the same FOr sentences.
There is a very useful characterization of FOr-equivalence in terms of the
EhrenfeuchtFraisse game on structures. The game of length r is played by two
players, Spoiler and Duplicator. A round in the game has r moves. In each move,
Spoiler picks an element in one of the structures and Duplicator responds by pick-
ing an element in the opposite structure. Duplicator wins the round if structures
restricted to the chosen elements are isomorphic. We say that Duplicator has a win-
ning strategy for the game of length r if he or she can win every round of the game
no matter how Spoiler plays. The main result on the EhrenfeuchtFraisse game of
length r (henceforth called the FOr-game) is that two structures I, J are FOr-equiv-
alent iff Duplicator has a winning strategy for the FOr-game on I and J. See
[EF95b] for more details.
As an example, consider the language FO(P, <x , <y) over spatial database
schema Reg. Suppose I, J are spatial instances over Reg and consider a round of
the FOr(P, < x , < y)-game where points p1 , ..., pr are picked in I and q1 , ..., qr are
picked in J. Duplicator wins this round iff pi # P  qi # P for every P # Reg and
pi , pj are in the same order relative to <x and < y as q i , qj , for 1i, jr. By the
above characterization, Duplicator has a winning strategy for the FOr(P, < x , < y)-
game on I, J iff I and J are equivalent with respect to FOr(P, < x , <y).
3. FIXPOINT QUERIES ON TOPOLOGICAL INVARIANTS
As discussed earlier, the topological invariant of a spatial instance can be viewed
as an annotation summarizing precisely the topological properties of the spatial
instance. Thus, all topological queries can be answered by queries posed against the
invariant rather than on the raw spatial data. This can be much more efficient, since
the invariant is in most cases much smaller than the original spatial instance. The
invariant is a classical relational database, so it can be queried by classical rela-
tional queries. However, invariants are not arbitrary databasesthey have a special
structure, which may engender special properties. In this section we show that
topological invariants are especially well behaved with respect to descriptive com-
plexity: the fixpoint+counting queries capture precisely ptime over this class of
structures. If we restrict our attention to instances where the regions are connected
(i.e., have a connected boundary) then it can be shown that fixpoint queries capture
precisely ptime. This positive result should be contrasted with the situation on
arbitrary structures, where there is a large gap between fixpoint(+counting) and
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ptime (in the absence of order). Moreover, it is conjectured that there is no
language capturing ptime on arbitrary structures [Gur88].
Fixpoint on Connected Regions
We first consider the case when all regions are connected and show that fixpoint
expresses ptime on topological invariants of such instances. Then we consider the
general case (where regions are not necessarily connected) and show that
fixpoint+counting expresses ptime on topological invariants.
In the remainder of this section we assume all regions are connected, unless
otherwise stated. The proof that fixpoint captures ptime on topological invariants
in the connected case is conceptually easy, but requires some careful development.
We use the classical result that fixpoint captures ptime on ordered structures
[Imm86, Var82]. Thus, for each ptime query over topological invariants there
exists a fixpoint query .() which expresses the ptime query given a total order
 on the universe of the invariant. The problem of course is that topological
invariants are not ordered structuresin fact they are not even rigidso an order
 is not directly available. The key to the proof is to observe that there is a
standard way to traverse each connected component of the topological invariant,
once a constant number of vertices andor edges have been fixed, together with an
orientation ( # or /). This allows us to construct by a fixpoint query a polyno-
mial number of orderings, each of which is identified by a tuple of constant arity.
Since the number of connected components is bounded by the number of regions
in the schema, we can put together the orders for each connected component and
obtain a polynomial number of orders of the entire invariant. Last, .() is ‘‘run
simultaneously’’ on all of the orderings. Since .() is order independent by defini-
tion, all of the ‘‘runs’’ produce the answer to the query.
We now describe the construction in more detail. We break down the construc-
tion in several sequential stages, and for each we outline the construction of a
fixpoint query. Since fixpoint is closed under composition, we can then put together
the queries for each stage and obtain a final fixpoint query that computes the given
ptime query on the invariant. Consider a ptime query over the invariant and let
.() be a fixpoint query that computes it using a total order  on the universe
(vertices, edges, faces, # and /) of the invariant.
The skeleton of a topological invariant is the graph whose vertices are the
elements of the relation Vertice and Edge of the invariant and whose edges
correspond to the relation Edge-Vertex in the invariant. A connected component of
the topological invariant is a connected component of the skeleton of the invariant.
To illustrate this definition, the connected components in Fig. 1 are c1 , ..., c7 . Since
all regions are connected, each connected component of the invariant consists of the
boundaries of a set of regions. Thus, there is a partition ? of the set of region names
into equivalence classes defined by membership of the boundaries into the same
connected component. Clearly, for each partition ? there exists an FO query _?
which verifies that ? is the partition of region names corresponding to the given
topological invariant.
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FIG. 1. A spatial instance.
We will also need a formula defining the set of vertices, edges, and faces of each
connected component. For vertices and edges this can be easily done by an FO for-
mula. More care is needed for faces, since the boundary of a face may intersect
several connected components (this happens when a connected component is
embedded in a face of another connected component). To associate unambiguously
a face to a connected component, one can first define a partial order on connected
components based on their distance from the external face (i.e., the shortest
sequence f0 , e0 , f1 , e1 , ..., fk , ek such that f0 is the exterior face, ek is in the given
connected component, and ei is adjacent to fi , 0ik). For instance, in Fig. 1, the
connected components c1 and c2 are at distance 0 from fO , c3 and c7 at distance
1, and c4 , c5 , and c6 at distance 2. It is easily seen that for each face other than the
exterior face f0 there exists a unique connected component at minimal distance from
f0 intersecting the boundary of the face. We then say that the face belongs to that
connected component. In Fig. 1 the boundary of region f2 touches three connected
components, c1 , c3 , and c7 and is therefore associated to c1 because c1 is at distance
0 from f0 while the other two are at distance 1. It is a straightforward exercise to
see that the previous construction can be stated by a fixpoint formula. In summary,
one can construct a fixpoint query compi (x) saying that x is a vertex, edge, or face
in connected component i.
Consider a connected component of the topological invariant. An edge is called
a proper edge if it connects distinct vertices. We will show that one can construct
by a fixpoint query a total order on the vertices, edges, and faces of the connected
component, once a vertex, an adjacent proper edge, and an orientation
| # [ # , /] have been fixed. This applies to connected components which have
at least one proper edge (and therefore each vertex is connected by some proper
edge to another vertex). The special case where there is no proper edge requires
special treatment, but presents no difficulty. We can show the following.
Lemma 3.1. There exists an FO+++ formula :(|, v, e, x, y) such that, for each
orientation |, vertex v, and proper edge e adjacent to v, the set
 |, v, e (x, y)=[(x, y) | :(|, v, e, x, y)]
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is a total order on the vertices, edges, and associated faces of the connected compo-
nent of v.
Proof. For the moment, suppose that all connected components have at least
one proper edge. We describe the construction of the FO+++ query :(|, v, e, x, y)
computing the orders  |, v, e for each connected component C containing vertex v
with an adjacent proper edge e and fixed orientation |. The query first constructs
the set of tuples (|, v, e) where | # [ # , /], v is a vertex in C, and e is a
proper edge adjacent to v (this is an FO query, given C). For each such tuple
(|, v, e) , the following is done. First, an order on the vertice of C is defined;
simultaneously to each vertex a particular proper edge adjacent to it is associated.
Then the order is extended to the edges and faces of C. The order on vertices is
defined as follows. The test vertex is v. Suppose e1 , ..., ek are the proper edges adja-
cent to v in order of the |-orientation, starting from e, and let v1 , ..., vk be their
respective endpoints other than v. The first iteration computes the partial order
v, v1 , ..., vk . At the same time, the proper edge associated to vi is defined to be ei ,
1ik. This is iterated starting from the tuples |, vi , ei , eliminating repetitions
of vertices. The partial order obtained for the pair vi , ei is then inserted between vi
and vi+i , for 1i<k, and that for vk , ek is inserted following vk . Clearly, this can
be achieved by a fixpoint query which produces a total order on all vertices of C
and associates along the way a proper adjacent edge to each vertex. Now the order-
ing is extended to edges as follows. Edges (proper or not) are first ordered in
lexicographic order of the ranks of their endpoints (the edges are already ordered).
Edges with the same endpoints uv are ordered in the |-orientation relative to the
proper edge associated with u. Consider two faces f, f $ in C (recall the earlier defini-
tion of a face being in a connected component). It is easily seen that no two faces
in C have the same set of edges in the intersection of their boundary with C. Since
edges are already ordered, the faces of C can be ordered using their associated set
of edges in C. Thus, vertices, edges, and faces of C are ordered. A total order on
the universe of C is obtained by having all vertices be smaller than all edges which
in turn are smaller than all faces in C.
Last, we briefly discuss the special case of connected components with no proper
edges. There are three cases:
1. The connected component consists of a single isolated vertex.
2. The connected component consists of a single edge e (a loop with no
endpoints).
3. The connected component consists of a vertex and a set of loops around
the vertex.
Case (1) is trivial: the order consists of the pair [(v, v)], where v is the vertex con-
stituting the connected component. Although the order is uniquely determined
without fixing any elements, for the sake of uniformity we make the order
dependent on the pair (|, v, v) (this keeps the result of : 5-ary). Case (2) is
similar. For case (3), we consider pairs v, e where v is the unique vertex and e is
a loop adjacent to the exterior cell. The order on vertices is simply (v, v). The
order on edges is determined by the |-orientation of edges starting from e. There
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is one difficulty: loops occur twice in |-orientation order. Therefore, the successor
of e is ambiguous: however, there is a single loop which follows e in the |-orienta-
tion and is also adjacent to the exterior face. This is taken to be the successor of
e. Subsequent successors are uniquely determined (each edge is inserted in the
ordering only when first encountered in the |-orientation). If e is the only loop
around v then the order is simply (e, e). The faces of the connected component are
ordered as described earlier. K
Once the query : is constructed, we can use it to generate a set of total orders
on the entire invariant as follows. Basically, we need to put together the orders for
the connected components of the invariant in some arbitrary way determined by
some fixed order of the region names in the schema, which induces an order on the
connected components. Suppose ? is the partition of region names determined by
the connected components of the invariant. The set of total orders on the invariant
corresponding to partition ? is then obtained by placing in increasing order: (i) the
elements denoting the orientations, (ii) the external face, and (iii) the ordered
vertices, edges, and faces of each connected component, in increasing order of the
components. This is accomplished by the FO+++ formula:
(-)  ?(|, v1 , e1 , ..., vk , ek , x, y)=IsOrientation(|)
7 
1ik
vertexedge(vi , ei)
7 [(x=|)
6 (IsOrientation(x) 7 y{|)
6 (Exteriorface(x) 7 cIsOrientation( y)

1ik
:(|, vi , ei , x, y)
6 
1i< jk
(compi (x) 7 compj ( y))],
where
IsOrientation(x)=_v _e1 _e2 _e3 Orientation(x, v, e1 , e2 , e3).
Thus,  ? has arity 2k+3 where k is the size of partition ?. The last two columns
in the result provide a total order on the invariant, for each fixed tuple over the first
2k+1 columns. Note that k is bounded by the size of Reg and thus is a constant.
Once  ? is constructed, the fixpoint query .() can be ‘‘run’’ in parallel on the
orders provided by  ? . Because the query .() is order invariant by definition,
the answer is the same for all orderings. This yields the main result:
Theorem 3.2. Fixpoint expresses exactly the ptime queries on topological
invariants of instances with connected regions.
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Proof. We have seen that the parameterized orderings  ? can be defined by a
fixpoint query. Let us denote by !? the parametric variables of  ? (all free
variables except x and y in the formula defining  ?). With  ? available the result-
ing fixpoint query is obtained by a case analysis over the set of partitions ? of Reg:

?
_!?[_? 7 .?( ?)]. K
The above result can be extended to languages subsuming fixpoint, such as while.
A technique similar to the above allows us to show:
Corollary 3.3. While expresses exactly the pspace queries on topological
invariants of spatial instances with connected regions.
At this point, it may be tempting to believe that descriptive complexity results on
ordered structures transfer uniformly to topological invariants. However, this is far
from obvious. For example, it is known that semi-positive Datalogc Datalog, with
stratified semantics, and inflationary Datalogc are equivalent on ordered structures
and express ptime (see [AHV95]). However, it remains open if this holds on
topological invariants. Indeed, the fixpoint query constructing the orderings on
topological invariants involves careful bookkeeping which, on the face of it,
requires the full power of inflationary Datalogc or equivalently FO+++. In par-
ticular, negation is applied recursively in our construction of the orderings. It
remains open whether the construction can be achieved in a more restrictive
language such as stratifiable or semi-positive Datalogc.
Fixpoint+counting on Arbitrary Invariants
Theorem 3.2 relies crucially on the assumption that regions are connected. In the
case where this is not required, each region may have an unbounded number of
connected components, and fixpoint cannot express ptime queries such as: Is there
an even number of connected components? However, this difficulty can be overcome
by adding counting to fixpoint. Indeed, we can show that in this case
fixpoint+counting expresses precisely the ptime queries on topological invariants.
The idea of the proof is to construct using fixpoint+counting an isomorphic copy
of the invariant over the auxiliary ordered domain provided by fixpoint+counting
and then use the fact that fixpoint expresses ptime on ordered databases [Imm86,
Var82].
Theorem 3.4. Fixpoint+counting expresses exactly the ptime queries on
topological invariants.
Proof. As stated above, we will exhibit a fixpoint+counting query which, given
as input a topological invariant I, produces an isomorphic copy of I on the
auxiliary ordered domain. Clearly this is sufficient to establish the theorem, since
fixpoint expresses ptime on ordered structures.
The proof involves several stages. First recall that, using Lemma 3.1, we can deal
with single connected components: by the lemma, a fixpoint query can define
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polynomially many orderings of the invariant. Each ordering < is parameterized by
a tuple of fixed arity. For each fixed ordering <, the invariant can be viewed as an
ordered structure c< . Note, however, that different orderings produce different
ordered structures. To produce a single isomorphic copy on the auxiliary ordered
domain, it is sufficient to define some standard lexicographic ordering among
ordered structures c< and pick the minimum ordered structure cmin with respect to
the lexicographic order. It is now easy to construct an instance isomorphic to cmin
over the auxiliary ordered domain.
The idea just described can be extended to multiple connected components. First,
we define a labeled tree that captures the way connected components are embedded
into faces. The nodes of the tree are (conceptually) the connected components of
the invariant (except for the root, denoted ). Each connected component c is in
fact represented in the tree by its set of vertices6 Vc . The edges of the tree are
labeled by faces (into which the children connected components are embedded).
The tree is defined inductively as follows. The outgoing edges from the root  are
all labeled f0 (the external face). The children of the root are all connected com-
ponents which share boundaries with f0 . Now suppose c is a node of the tree. The
outgoing edges from c are labeled by all faces f that share a boundary with c and
do not yet occur as labels in the tree. There is an edge labeled f from c to each con-
nected component c$ other than c that shares boundaries with f. It is easy to see
that the tree just described can be defined by a fixpoint query. We refer to this tree
as the connected component tree of the invariant, denoted T . For example, the
connected component tree corresponding to the instance in Fig. 1 is represented in
Fig. 2.
For each node c in T , let Tc be the subtree of T with root c. Note that each
Tc corresponds to an invariant comprising c and the connected components
embedded in c, denoted inv(Tc). We show the following:
(-) There exists a fixpoint+counting query that defines, for each subtree Tc
of T , a structure Vc_invN(Tc) where invN(Tc) is an isomorphic copy of inv(Tc)
on the auxiliary ordered domain.
In particular, (-) shows that one can define in fixpoint+counting a structure
[]_invN(T) and therefore invN(T). This is an isomorphic copy of the original
invariant over the auxiliary ordered domain.
To prove (-) we proceed inductively by the depth of the subtree. For the basis,
consider a subtree of depth zero consisting of a single node c (one connected com-
ponent). As discussed earlier, this case can be dealt with using the parameterized
orders definable in fixpoint by Lemma 3.1. Now consider a subtree Tc of depth >0.
By induction, suppose that for each child d of c, a structure Vd _invN(Td) has been
defined, where Vd is the set of vertices of d and invN(Td) is an isomorphic copy of
inv(Td) over the auxiliary ordered domain. To extend the construction to Tc , we
first define parameterized orders over inv(c) using the fixpoint query provided by
Lemma 3.1. Consider one such order <. The cells of inv(c) are totally ordered by
< and so inv(c) can easily be mapped to an isomorphic structure invN(c) over the
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6 For simplicity of exposition, we omit the degenerate case of connected components without vertices.
FIG. 2. Connected component tree for instance in Figure 1.
auxiliary ordered domain. Now we wish to extend this mapping to inv(Tc). Note
that children of c embedded in distinct faces of c can be ordered according to the
order on faces induced by <. For children d, d $ of c embedded in the same face
of c there are two cases. First, if invN(Td){invN(Td $), then d and d $ can be ordered
in the lexicographic order of invN(Td) and invN(Td $). If invN(Td)=invN(Td $) then Td
and T $d are isomorphic and cannot be ordered. However, this difficulty can be over-
come using counting. Indeed, it is easy to see that one can define in fixpoint+
counting, for each child d of c, the number n of children of c that are embedded in
the same face as d and are isomorphic to it. Then one can simply produce n disjoint
isomorphic copies of d on the auxiliary ordered domain. In summary, one can
define in fixpoint+counting one isomorphic copy invN(Tc) over the auxiliary
ordered domain for each ordering < previously defined on inv(c). To produce a
single copy invN(Tc) is is enough to pick among the copies corresponding to the dif-
ferent orderings the lexicographically minimum one. Last, this structure is
associated with c by taking the product of Vc with invN(Tc). This completes the
induction and proves (-) and the theorem. K
The above result can also be extended to language subsuming fixpoint, such as
while. We denote the natural extension of the partial fixpoint queries with counting
by while+counting.
Corollary 3.5. While+counting expresses exactly the pspace queries on
topological invariants.
Remark. Theorems 3.4 and 3.2 crucially rely on the fact that regions are part of
the database schema and so are fixed. Now suppose that this is relaxed so that
region names are part of the instance rather than the schema. Then fixpoint+
counting fails to capture ptime. This is shown by representing arbitrary graphs as
spatial instances where each edge is identified by a region name and by using the
fact that fixpoint+counting fails to capture ptime on arbitrary graphs [CF192].
ptime topological queries on spatial instances. The capture of ptime by
fixpoint+counting on topological invariants has consequences for the capture of
the ptime topological queries on spatial instances (recall that such queries are
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assumed to be Boolean). Indeed, Theorem 3.2 together with Theorem 2.2 imply
that there exists a language expressing precisely the ptime topological queries on
spatial instances. Queries in the language consist simply of a fixpoint+counting
query applied to the topological invariant of the given spatial instance. Clearly, all
such queries are topological and are computable in ptime in the size of the
representation of the spatial instance. To see that the converse is true, let . be a
topological ptime query on spatial instances. Let inv(.) be the query on topological
invariants which does the following:
1. on input T, compute from T a semi-linear spatial instance J such that
top(J)=T. This can be done in ptime by Theorem 2.2.
2. compute .(J).
Clearly, the query inv(.) is in ptime on topological invariants, so it is expressed by
some fixpoint+counting query . Since . is topological and I and J are topologi-
cally equivalent, we have that .(I )=.(J)=(top(I )) for every spatial instance I.
Thus, . is expressed by a query in the language. Note that fixpoint+counting can
be replaced by fixpoint if regions are connected.
It is worth noting that the capture of topological ptime on spatial instances is not
simply a direct consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 3.2, as one might first be tempted
to believe. Indeed, this relies crucially on the fact that topological invariants can be
efficiently inverted (Theorem 2.2). To understand the importance of this fact, it is
useful to make a parallel with invariants for finite structures undistinguishable by
first-order logic sentences with k variables, called k-invariants. Like topological
invariants, k-invariants can be computed efficiently (by a fixpoint query, see [AV95,
DLW95]). Furthermore, the k-invariants are ordered structures so fixpoint cap-
tures ptime on k-invariants. Thus, the analogs of Theorems 2.1 and 3.2 hold.
However, this does not imply the existence of a logic for ptime on arbitrary struc-
tures. What is missing is the ability to efficiently invert k-invariants [Gro97]the
analog of Theorem 2.2.
Of course, the language just described for topological ptime is quite artificial, but
serves the purpose of showing that there exists a logic for topological ptime on
spatial instances, in the broad sense of Gurevich’s definition [Gur84]. It remains
open to find a more natural language that captures topological ptime on spatial
instancesperhaps a recursive extension of FO(R, <). We note that a recursive
extension of FO(R, <) expressing all ptime queries on spatial instances is presented
in [GK97]. However, the language also expresses nontopological queries.
4. TRANSLATING SPATIAL QUERIES INTO QUERIES
ON THE INVARIANT
In this section we study the problem of translating topological queries against
spatial databases into queries against the topological invariant. On the spatial
database side, we focus on the language FO(R, <), which is a commonly used
language in constraint databases. On the topological invariant side, a natural
candidate target for the translation is FO. Most of the results of the section concern
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the connection between the two languages. Before addressing this problem, we note,
however, that the capture of ptime by fixpoint+counting on topological invariants
provides for free an effective translation of topological FO(R, <) queries into
queries on the invariant ( fixpoint suffices if the regions are connected). Also, this
works in principle for other spatial languages whose topological fragments are in
ptime. Perhaps more interesting is the fact that the translation into fixpoint+count-
ing ( fixpoint) is quite efficient (which turns out not to be the case when the target
is FO). We state this result next.
Theorem 4.1. Let Reg be a spatial database schema. There exists a mapping inv
from FOtop(R, <) sentences over Reg into fixpoint+counting sentences over
inv(Reg), such that:
1. for each . # FOtop(R, <) and each spatial instance I over Reg, .(I )=
inv(.)(top(I)).
2. inv(.) is computable in linear time in the size of ..
Proof. Suppose . is a sentence in FOtop(R, <) over schema Reg. The following
procedure computes .(I ) on input T=top(I ):
1. Using a fixpoint+counting query, define an isomorphic copy TN of T on
the auxiliary ordered domain (as in the proof of Theorem 3.4).
2. Construct from TN a semi-linear instance J over Reg such that top(J)=T.
3. Evaluate . on J and output the result (whose recall is Boolean).
We claim that (1)(3) can be simulated by a fixpoint+counting query inv(.) con-
structible from . in linear time. First, note that the fixpoint+counting query in (1)
is fixed and can be constructed in constant time with respect to .. Consider (2)(3).
By Theorem 2.2, (2) can be done in ptime, and (3) can be done in ptime by
[KKR95]. Thus, steps (2) and (3) combined take ptime with respect to TN . Thus,
there is a ptime Turing machine M. that implements (2) and (3). Essentially, this
is a Turing machine that performs step (2) (this is fixed and independent of .),
composed with a universal Turing machine for evaluating FO(R, <) formulas, to
which . is provided as a parameter. Since the universal component is fixed it is
clear that M. can be constructed in time linear with respect to .. Next, since TN is
ordered and fixpoint can simulate all ptime Turing machines on ordered domains,
there exists a fixpoint query (M.) that simulates M. on input TN . The standard con-
struction used in the simulation of ptime Turing machines by fixpoint produces a
fixpoint formula whose size is linear in the size of the Turing machine (e.g., see
[AHV95]). Thus, (M.) can be constructed in linear time with respect to M. and
therefore with respect to .. Altogether, the composition of the fixpoint+counting
query in (1) with the fixpoint query (M.) can be constructed in time linear in .. K
If the regions are connected we can similarly show:
Theorem 4.2. Let Reg be a spatial database schema. There exists a mapping inv
from FOtop(R, <) sentences over Reg into FO+++ sentences over inv(Reg), such
that:
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1. for each . # FOtop(R, <) and each spatial instance I over Reg with
connected regions, .(I )=inv(.)(top(I )).
2. inv(.) is computable in linear time in the size of ..
Remark 4.3. In the above, it is assumed that the queries in FO(R, <) to be
translated are known to be topological. As discussed in Preliminaries, we do not
deal here with the issue of verifying or enforcing that the input . to the translation
is indeed topological (which is undecidable). Instead, we assume that this property
is guaranteed by the nature of the application, by the query interface, or by other
extraneous reasons. If the input . is not topological, the result of the translation is
no longer equivalent to .. Instead, it is equivalent to the ‘‘topological closure’’ of
., denoted .top , defined as follows:
.top[I | _JI#H J, J <.].
In the remainder of the section we consider the connection between FOtop(R, <)
and FOinv . We begin with an example that provides some intuition into the dif-
ficulties involved in translating FOtop(R, <) sentences into FOinv sentences.
Consider the query on schema Reg=[P, Q]:
‘‘Regions P and Q intersect only on their boundaries.’’
Clearly, this is a topological property. It can be expressed in FOtop(R, <) by the
sentence:
(-) \x \y[(P(x, y) 7 Q(x, y)) 
(boundaryP(x, y) 7 boundaryQ(x, y))],
where boundaryP(x, y) (and similarly boundaryQ(x, y)) is the formula:7
P(x, y) 7 \x1 \y1 \x2 \y2[(x1<x<x2 7 y1< y< y2) 
_x$ _y$(x1<x$<x2 7 y1< y$< y2 7cP(x$, y$)].
Clearly, the same property can be expressed by the FOinv sentence over inv(Reg):
() \u[P(u) 7 S(u))  (Vertex(u) 6 Edge(u))].
However, how to get from (-) tot () is mysterious. The difficulty is to algo-
rithmically extract the topological meaning of an FOtop(R, <) sentence such as (-)
that uses nontopological statements involving reals and <. We solve the transla-
tion problem for the case when Reg contains a single region name; it has been
recently shown that the translation is not possible with several region names
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7 With slight abuse of notation.
FIG. 3. An instance I.
[GroSeg99]. Recall, however, that single regions can be arbitrarily complicated (as
long as they are semi-algebraic and compact), so the result is fairly general and
provides considerable insight into the technical issues involved in the translation. In
the remainder of the section, spatial database schemas have a single region name
unless otherwise specified.
We next develop the technical machinery needed for the translation of
FOtop(R, <) queries into FOinv queries. For technical reasons, it will be useful to
first translate FOtop(R, <) queries into the point-based language FOtop(P, <x ,
< y). By [PSV99], this translation can be done in linear time. Thus, it is sufficient
to show how to translate FOtop(P, < x , < y) queries into FOinv queries. We make
use of results in [KPV97] concerning the equivalence of spatial instances (with a
single region name) with respect to FOtop(R, <). It is shown there that equivalence
of spatial instances with respect to FOtop(R, <) (and therefore FOtop(P, <x , < y),
see Preliminaries) is completely characterized by the cone type of the instances, that
is the multiset consisting of all vertices (cells of dimension zero) and the cyclic list
of their adjacent edges and faces (labeled by whether or not they belong to the
region). Furthermore, [KPV97] provides a normal form constructing from each
instance I an instance cones(I ) consisting essentially of the cones of I. For example,
given the instance I in Fig. 3, the instance cones(I ) is represented in Fig. 4.
Remark 4.4. The normal form of [KPV97] is introduced as a technical tool in
the proof of their Proposition 10. It is referred to as an instance with flowers and
stems. The normal form is not unique: different instances in normal form have the
FIG. 4. An instance cones(I ).
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same flowers but these can be connected in different ways by the stems. Since the
differences are irrelevant for our purpose, we denote with cones(I ), by abuse of
notation, one of the possible instances in normal form constructed from I.
Thus, I and cones(I ) satisfy the same FOtop(P, <x , < y) sentences and cones(I )
is generally much simpler than I. In terms of the invariant, the relevant information
about cones(I ) can be represented as a set of colored cycles: to each cone
corresponds two cycles representing the list of edges and faces adjacent to the ver-
tex of the cone in clockwise, resp. counterclockwise, order. More precisely, consider
the structure cycles(I ) consisting of the following relations:
v the 4-ary relation Between such that Between(|, x, y, x) holds if x, y, and
z are cells adjacent to some vertex and y lies between x and z in the orientation |.
v the restriction of relations Edge and Face of top(I ) to elements occurring in
relation Between.
Clearly, the structure cycles(I ) is essentially a set of 2-colored cycles (the nodes are
colored according to whether they are a face or an edge). For example, cycles(I ) for
the instance I in Fig. 3 is represented in Fig. 5. In the figure, a dark node represents
a face in the regions and an empty node presents an edge.
Lemma 4.5. The structure cycles(I ) can be defined by first-order means from
top(I ). Let :cycles be an FOinv formula defining cycles(I ) from top(I ).
The proof of this lemma is rather straightforward. Each elements of Vertex in
top(I ) defines a cycle in cycle(I ) whose elements are its neighborhoods defined by
the relations Edge-Vertex and Face-Edge, ordered using the Orientation predicate.
The key observation in the translation provides a condition on cycles(I ) and
cycles(J) that ensures FOrtop(P, < x , < y)-equivalence of cones(I ) and cones(J). We
first consider the case when cycles(I ) and cycles(J) consist of single cycles (in the
two orientations) and then consider the case of multiple cycles. We first prove the
following.
Lemma 4.6. Let cones(I ) and cones(J) be spatial instances consisting of a single
cone. If cycles(I ) and cycles(J) are equivalent with respect to FOr+2 then cones(I )
and cones(J) are equivalent with respect to FOrtop(P, < x , <y).
Proof. Suppose cones(I ) and cones(J) consist of single cones and cycles(I ) and
cycles(J) are equivalent with respect to FOr+2. Note that each of cycles(I ) and
FIG. 5. cycles(I ), clockwise orientation.
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cycles(J) consists of a single cycle (in the two orientations). We wish to prove that
cones(I ) and cones(J) are equivalent with respect to FOrtop(P, < x , < y). The dif-
ficulty is that cones(I ) and cones(J) are generally not equivalent with respect to
FOr(P, < x , < y). To show their equivalence with respect to FOrtop(P, < x , < y), we
construct instances nice(cones(I )) and nice(cones(J)) such that:
v nice(cones(I )) is equivalent to cones(I ) with respect to FOrtop(P, < x , < y);
v nice(cones(J)) is equivalent to cones(J) with respect to FOrtop(P, < x , <y);
and
v nice(cones(I )) and nice(cones(J)) are equivalent with respect to FOr(P,
< x , <y).
To construct nice(cones(I )) from cones(I) (and similarly for J) we modify cones(I )
in two stages. First, we apply a homeomorphism to cones(I ). In the second stage
we replace the resulting instance with an instance equivalent to it with respect to
FOtop(P, <x , < y). Since both transformations preserve equivalence with respect
to FOrtop(P, < x , <y), nice(cones(I )) is equivalent to cones(I ) with respect to
FOrtop(P, <x , <y). Last, we show that nice(cones(I )) and nice(cones(J)) are equiv-
alent with respect to FOr(P, < x , < y) (and therefore with respect to FOrtop(P, <x ,
< y)). The above sequence of equivalences shows that cones(I ) and cones(J) are
equivalent with respect to FOrtop(P, < x , < y).
We now describe the two stages in the construction of nice(cones(I )) and
nice(cones(J)). One subtlety is that the constructions for I and J are not inde-
pendent, as will become clear shortly. The purpose of the first stage in the construc-
tion of nice(cones(I )) and nice(cones(J)) is to lay the lines and petals (faces) of the
two cones in a very regular manner, which will eventually facilitate playing an
FOr(P, < x , < y)-game on the modified instances. In the first stage, the vertex of
each cone is placed at the origin, and all petals are placed in the second quadrant
so that their minimum points relative to < y are lined up parallel to the x-axis (see
Zone A in Fig. 6). Consider a bounding box that includes all the petals of the cone.
The lines are pushed away to a region that lies to the lower right of the bounding
box, and the connections between the lines are drawn there (Zone B in Fig. 6).
Let us focus on Zone B of the instances constructed so far. Note that the pattern
of connections in Zone B can be quite complex. However, the connections can be
drastically simplified as illustrated in Fig. 7: lines are simply connected in
FIG. 6. nice(cones(I )).
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FIG. 7. Zone B of nice.
consecutive pairs (there is always a even number of lines because each line enters and
leaves the zone exactly once). Consider the subinstance consisting of a bounding
box around Zone B, where the connections occur. Each line intersects the left edge
of the box at a point, and connections between the lines can be viewed as connec-
tions between the corresponding points. Since the cones around these points remain
unchanged by the above simplification, the instance with simplified Zone B is
equivalent to the original with respect to FOtop(P, <x , < y) by [KPV97].
The constructions of nice(cones(I )) and nice(cones(J)) outlined so far have been
independent of each other. However, we glossed over two technical subtleties:
(i) It may be necessary to perform a reflection on one of the instances in
order to make them equivalent with respect to the FOr(P, < x , < y)-game.
(ii) The construction of the instances in the first stage must make a choice of
a first line or petal (the closest to the positive x-axis).
The information needed to deal with (i) and (ii) is provided by the winning strategy
of the Duplicator in the FOr+2-game on cycles(I ) and cycles(J). Consider (i). To
see if a reflection must be applied to one of the instances, consider the winning
strategy of the Duplicator for the game where the Spoiler first picks an orientation
in the structure cycles(I ). Duplicator responds by picking an orientation in
cycles(J). If the orientations are the same, no reflection is needed. Otherwise, a
reflection is applied to one of the instances.
Now consider (ii). Continuing with the game, suppose Spoiler picks a node nI in
cycles(I ) and Duplicator responds by picking a node nj in cycles(J). Then in the
construction of nice(cones(I )) the first line or petal is chosen to be the one repre-
sented in the invariant by nI , and the first line or petal in nice(cones(J)) is chosen
to be the one corresponding to nJ . The construction of nice(cones(I )) and
nice(cones(J)) is now complete.
We next show that nice(cones(I )) and nice(cones(J)) are equivalent with respect
to FOr(P, < x , <y); i.e., the Duplicator has a winning strategy for the
FOr(P, < x , < y)-game on the two instances. This is done by combining winning
strategies from two games. The first is used to guide the game within Zone A, and
the second provides a strategy for Zone B. It is easy to see that the game in the two
zones are independent of each other.
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We begin by describing Duplicator’s winning strategy for Zone A. The strategy
mimics Duplicator’s winning strategy for the r remaining moves of the (r+2)-game
on cycles(I ) and cycles(J) (recall that the first two moves are used in the construc-
tion of nice(cones(I )) and nice(cones(J))). Suppose Spoiler picks a pebble p in Zone
A in, say, instance nice(cones(I )). If p is in the region, it belongs to an edge or face
represented by a node c in cycles(I ). Suppose Duplicator’s response in the game on
cycles(I ) and cycles(J) is to pick a node c$ in cycles(J). In the FOr(P, < x , < y)-
game on nice(cones(I )) and nice(cones(J)) Duplicator picks a point p$ on the edge
or face corresponding to c$. Furthermore, due to the similar shapes of the two
cones, p$ can be picked so that it sits in the desired order relative to previously
picked points. If the point p lies outside the region, it can be associated with the
point in the region immediately above it, and the strategy is similar.
Duplicator’s winning strategy for Zone B is much simpler. Essentially, Zone B
can be viewed as a total order (whose elements correspond to the pairs of con-
nected lines). It is well known that total orders are equivalent with respect to the
FOr-game iff they have at least 2r&1 elements (e.g., see [Ros82]). From the exist-
ence of the winning strategy for the FOr+2-game on cycles(I ) and cycles(J) it
follows immediately that both structures have exactly the same number of edges (in
this case, the strategy for the FOr(P, < x , < y)-game on Zone B is the identity) or
at least 2r edges, yielding total orders of size 2r&1 (pairs of connected lines). The
winning strategy for the FOr-game on total orders of size at least 2r&1 can be easily
mimicked in the FOr(P, < x , < y)-game on Zone B of nice(cones(I )) and
nice(cones(J)).
Last, the game in the intermediate zone between Zones A and B is very similar
to the game in Zone B.
In conclusion, nice(cones(I )) and nice(cones(J)) are equivalent with respect to
FOr(P, < x , < y), and cones(I ) and cones(J) are equivalent with respect to
FOrtop(P, <x , <y), which completes the proof. K
We next consider instances with several cones. Let I and J be two spatial
instances, and cycles(I ) and cycles(J) be defined as earlier. Given r>0, the r-type
of a finite structure is the set of FOr sentences it satisfies. Note that the FOr sen-
tences satisfied by each r-type can be used to order the r-types. Also recall that for
each r there are finitely many r-types (the same as the number of equivalence
classes of finite structures with respect to the FOr-game). Let us now define the
equivalence relation & r on the structures cycles(I ) as follows: cycles(I )&r cycles(J)
iff for each (r+2)-type { cycles(I ) and cycles(J) contain the same number of single
cycles of (r+2)-type { or both contain more than 2r single cycles of type {.
We can now extend Lemma 4.6 to the case of multiple cycles as follows:
Lemma 4.7. Let I and J be spatial instances. If cycles(I )&r cycles(J) then I and
J are equivalent with respect to FOrtop(P, < x , < y).
Proof. Recall that by [KPV97], I is equivalent to cones(I ) with respect to
FOtop(P, <x , < y), and similarly for J and cones(J). Thus, it is enough to show
that cones(I ) and cones(J) are equivalent with respect to FOrtop(P, <x , <y). We
use EhrenfeuchtFraisse games.
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FIG. 8. nice(cones(I )).
We assume an arbitrary order on (r+2)-types is given. For each (r+2)-type {
let a{ be a fixed (r+2)-type of a node of cycle of r-type {.
Similarly to Lemma 4.6, we construct instances nice(cones(I )) and nice(cones(J))
that are equivalent to cones(I ) and cones(J) with respect to FOrtop(P, < x , <y) and
will be shown equivalent to each other with respect to FOr(P, <x , <y). Basically,
the construction for multiple cycles replicates the construction for individual cycles
(see Fig. 8). In particular, Zones A and B are the same for each cycle. Additionally,
all cones are lined up in the order of their r-types, and the first edge or face in a
cycle of (r+2)-type { is chosen so that its corresponding node in cycles(I ) (resp.
cycles(J)) has the (r+2)-type a{ previously fixed.
The FOr(P, < x , < y) game on nice(cones(I )) and nice(cones(J)) is now played as
in Lemma 4.6, with the additional complication of having to choose a cone at each
move. However, this is easy: if Spoiler plays in the kth cone of type { of which there
are fewer than 2r cones, Duplicator responds in the kth cone of the same type {
(recall that by the definition of &r, cycles(I ) and cycles(J) have in this case the
same number of cycles of type {). If there are more than 2r cones of type {, then
Duplicator picks a cone according to the winning strategy for the FOr game on
orders of length 2r (the order of cones of type { with respect to <x). With the cone
properly selected, the winning strategy is the same as in the single cone case
described in Lemma 4.6. K
Lemma 4.7 suggests a way to translate FOrtop(P, < x , <y) sentences into FOinv
sentences. Indeed, it follows from the lemma that the set of invariants of instances
satisfying an FOrtop(P, <x , <y) sentence . is a union of equivalence classes of &
r
on their cycles. Note that there are finitely many such equivalence classes and each
can be defined by an FOinv formula. For each equivalence class { of & r let { be
the FOinv formula defining {, i.e., cycles(I ) < { , iff cycles(I ) belongs to {. If I < .
for each I such that cycles(I ) # {, we say that { satisfies .. Let T be the set of equiv-
alence classes of & r satisfying .. The translation of . into FOinv is the sentence
(V) inv(.)= 
{ # T
{ (:cycles).
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(Recall from Lemma 4.5 that :cycles is the FOinv formula defining cycles(I ) from
top(I )). From the earlier remarks it follows that
.(I )=inv(.)(top(I ))
for every spatial instance I.
The above shows that each FOrtop(P, < x , <y) sentence . has a corresponding
sentence inv(.) in FOinv . In order to effectively compute inv(.) one needs to com-
pute the set T of equivalence classes of & r satisfying .. To this end, it suffices to
do the following for each equivalence class {:
(i) construct a cone instance I{ such that cycles(I{) is in {;
(ii) check whether I{ < ..
If the answer to (ii) is positive, then { # T. Clearly, verifying (ii) presents no
problem once I{ is constructed. The following lemma addresses (i), which is less
simple.
Lemma 4.8. Given a class { of & r one can effectively construct a cone instance
I{ such that cycles(I{) is in {.
Proof. Recall that each equivalence class of & r is characterized by the multiset
of (r+2)-types of the individual cycles, with the multiplicity truncated to 2r. Since
a cone instance I{ such that cycles(I{) is in { is essentially a union of cone instances
of single cycles of appropriate (r+2)-types, it is sufficient to show how to construct
I{ when { is an (r+2)-type of a single cycle. Furthermore, because an (r+2)-type
describes a cycle and its image obtained by reversing the orientation, we can
assume that the orientation is fixed and construct an instance for the corresponding
(r+1)-type.
Thus, let { be an (r+1)-type of a single colored cycle. To construct a cycle of
type { (if such exists), it is useful to notice a strong connection between (r+1)-
types of colored cycles and {-types of words over the alphabet consisting of the two
colors. Indeed, following the choice of the first nodes in an (r+1)-game on two
colored cycles, the remainder r-game is essentially played on the words obtained by
going around the cycles starting from the nodes picked in the first move. Given a
colored cycle with an orientation, let us say that a word on the alphabet of colors
is compatible with the cycle if it is obtained by walking around the cycle in the given
orientation, starting from some node. For a cycle c, let L(c) be the set of words
compatible with c, and for a class of cycles {, let L({)=c # { L(c). Clearly, there
exists a cycle of type { iff L({){<. We will show that L({) is regular and provide
a way to compute a regular expression for it. Then it is possible to test nonempti-
ness of L({) and if L({){< to produce a word in L({) (which yields a cycle of
type {).
Note that an (r+1)-type of colored cycles determines the set of r-types of words
compatible with such cycles. It well known that there are finitely many r-types of
words over a fixed alphabet, and the r-equivalence classes are precisely the regular
star-free languages of dot-depth r [RS97]. Furthermore, the number of such
languages is hyperexponential in r and the regular expressions defining the
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languages of dot-depth r can be effectively computed [Wil]. Let L+ denote the
regular language consisting of words of r-type +. Also, let R consist of the set of
r-types + such that L+ & L({){< and R consist of the remaining r-types. Note that
R (and so R ) is effectively computable from { [EF95b]. Furthermore, it turns out
that L({) can be computed from R. To see this, let us denote by L the closure of
a language L under conjugate, i.e., L =[vu | uv # L]. (It is easily seen that if L is
regular then L is also regular.) We claim that
(-) L({)=,+ # R L +& .
+ # R
L + .
Let LR denote the right hand side of (-), and observe that LR is a regular
language whose regular expression is effectively computable from R. To prove (-),
consider first the inclusion L({)LR . Suppose c is of (r+1)-type {. Clearly,
L(c) & L+ {< for each + # R. Since L(c) is generated by the conjugates of any
word it contains, it follows that L(c)L + for every + # R. For similar reasons
L(c) & L +=< for every + # R . It follows that L({)/LR .
Conversely, consider LR L({). Let w # LR and cw be the cycle corresponding to
w. We wish to show that cw has (r+1)-type {. Let c be a cycle of (r+1)-type {. It
is sufficient to show that there is a winning strategy for the (r+1)-game on cw and
c. Suppose Spoiler begins by picking a node in c, yielding a corresponding word u
of r-type +. Clearly, + # R and since w # + # R L + , some conjugate w$ of w has r-type
+. Duplicator then picks the node in cw yielding w$. In the remainder r moves,
Duplicator mimics the winning strategy of the r-game on w$ and u. Now suppose
Spoiler’s first move is to pick a node in cw , yielding a conjugate w" of w. Since
w  + # R L + it follows that w" has r-type & for some & # R. Since c has type {, there
must exist a node yielding a word u of type &, which Duplicator picks. Again, the
remainder of the game mimics the winning strategy in the r-game on w" and u.
Thus, c has (r+1)-type { and so w # L({), which completes the proof of (-).
In summary, using (-), one can compute as follows a cycle of type {, if such
exists:
v compute a regular expression for LR ;
v if LR=< then there is no cycle of type {;
v if LR {< find a word w # LR and build the corresponding cycle.
Finally, it is straightforward to construct from the cycle a corresponding cone
instance L{ .
Note that the complexity of the above procedure is hyperexponential in r because
there are hyperexponentially many r-types of-words and therefore the size of the
regular expression for LR is hyperexponential in r. K
The above development leads to the main result on the translation.
Theorem 4.9. There exists a mapping inv from FOtop(R, <) sentences over Reg
to FOinv sentences over inv(Reg) such that:
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1. for each instance I over Reg, and . # FOtop(R, <),
.(I )=inv(.)(top(I )).
2. inv(.) is computable from ..
Proof. The FOinv sentence inv(.) is the sentence described in (V)-above. This is
first-order by Lemma 4.7. The computability follows from Lemma 4.8. K
Remarks. (i) Recall that the topological invariant, as defined in the present
paper, contains the relation Between providing the full cyclic order on the elements
adjacent to a given vertex. Other presentations of the invariant (including the one
in [PSV99]) only provide the successor on the element adjacent to each vertex. The
distinction is relevant to the results in this section. (They do not affect the results
of Section 3, since fixpoint can compute the cyclic order from the successor.)
Indeed, the availability of the cyclic order is used in a crucial way in the proof of
Theorem 4.9. Specifically, it allows us to define cycles(I ) from top(I ) by first-order
means. It turns out that Theorem 4.9 is no longer true if only the successor is
provided. To see this, consider instances having only a single cone. Consider the
two sets of such instances illustrated in Fig. 9: on the left side the cone consists of
a face followed by several lines, then two faces followed by a large number of lines,
then again a face followed by lines, and finally two faces followed by lines; on the
right side the single faces are consecutive, as are the two pairs of faces, again with
a large number of lines in between. It is possible to find a FOtop(R, <) sentence dis-
tinguishing the two sets. However, their topological invariants (where successor
rather than cyclic order is provided) are indistinguishable by FOinv sentences. This
follows from the fact that for each d>0 if there are sufficiently many lines the two
instances have the same neighborhood types of size d. Then it follows from
[FSV95] that the two sets cannot be distinguished by an FOinv sentence. Thus, not
all FOtop(R, <) sentences can be translated into FOinv sentences on the invariant
if the cyclic order is not provided.
(ii) Theorems 4.2 and 4.9 suggest an interesting trade-off between the
expressive power of the target query language over the topological invariant and
the complexity of the translation of FOtop(R, <) queries into the target language.
Although all FOtop(R, <) queries can be uniformly translated into FOinv queries,
the complexity of the translation goes down from hyperexponential to linear time
if the target language is the more powerful FO+++ instead of FOinv .
FIG. 9. Instances that are distinguishable by FPtop(R, <), but not by FOinv .
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FIG. 10. Instances I and J are distinguishable by FOinv but not by FOtop(R, <).
(iii) We have shown that all FOtop(R, <) sentences can be translated into
FOinv queries. One might naturally wonder if FOinv and FOtop(R, <) express
precisely the same topological properties. It is easily seen that this is not the case.
For example, consider the instances in Fig. 10. Clearly, FOinv can distinguish
between the two instances; it follows from [KPV97] that FOtop(R, <) cannot.
(iv) In considering the translation issue, we focused on the topological frag-
ment of FO(R, <) on the spatial database side. It is natural to wonder whether the
results can be extended to more powerful languages, such as FO(R, <, +, V ).
However, there seem to be some difficulties involved. For the language
FO(R, <, +, V ), the use of EhrenfeuchtFraisse games becomes extremely com-
plicated, and it is not clear how to find the nice instances topologically equivalent
to the input that we used in our proof to facilitate Duplicator’s strategy. Inciden-
tally, note that it is open whether the topological fragments of FO(R, <, +, V )
and FO(R, <) coincide. This question is similar to the collapse of order-generic
queries for finite database (see [BDLW98]).
Practical considerations. In what circumstances is translation a viable option?
Suppose we have to evaluate an FOtop(R, <) query . on a spatial instance I (over
a single region name). We have to compare the following evaluation strategies:
(i) evaluate . on I using classical quantifier elimination techniques; the
complexity is ptime in I and 2-exptime in the quantifier depth of ..
(ii) translate . into inv(.) # FOinv and evaluate inv(.) on top(I ). The
complexity is ptime in top(I ) and hyperexponential in the quantifier depth of ..
(iii) translate . into inv(.) # FO+++ and evaluate inv(.) on top(I ). The
complexity is ptime in top(I ) and pspace in ..
Clearly, the above information is not conclusive. How direct evaluation compares
to translation into FOinv or FO+++ followed by evaluation on the invariant
depends critically on how much smaller top(I ) is compared to I. The gap can be
arbitrarily large, so in principle translation can win, although (ii) is likely to be
prohibitively expensive due to the hyperexponential complexity in the quantifier
depth. At this point it becomes useful to examine real data in order to gauge how
top(I ) compares to I in realistic settings. To this end, we examined cartographic
data from the Sequoia 2000 project [Seq] and the French National Geographical
Institute [IGN]. A first set from Sequoia 2000 contains cartographic data on
ground occupancy in California (agricultural land, range land, forests, lakes, bays,
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estuaries, wetlands, beaches, and tundra). The original data is represented by
31,778 polygons stored as a list of 2,557,071 points taking 20 bytes each. The
corresponding topological invariant has 190,045 cells taking 3 bytes each, which is
190 of the original data. A second set from Sequoia 2000 contains data on rivers,
lakes, and estuaries and contains 3410 polygons with 135,527 points at 20 bytes
each. The invariant has 4570 cells at 2 bytes each, which is 1300 of the raw data.
Data from the French National Geographical Institute contains cartographic data
on the city of Orange (France) and surroundings. It consists of 145 polygons with
11,916 points at 18 bytes each. The topological invariant has 1487 cells at 2 bytes
each (172 of the original data).
As it turns out, other characteristics of data may also make translation viable. In
cartographic data, it is reasonable to assume that there is a constant bound on the
number of lines intersecting at the same point. In the data sets mentioned above,
the average number of lines intersecting at a point is 4.5 for both, with maxima of
12 for Sequoia 2000 and 8 for the French National Geographical Institute data. If
a constant bound is assumed, then the overall complexity of option (ii) (evaluation
via translation to FOinv) goes down to polynomial in top(I ) and 2-exptime in the
quantifier depth of .. This wins over direct evaluation, which is polynomial in I
rather than top(I ). The same complexity is obtained in the case of fully two-dimen-
sional8 regions. These are regions equal to the closure of their interior; in other
words, the only edges and vertices occur on boundaries of faces.
We examined two possibilities for the targets of the translation of FOtop(R, <)
queries: (ii) FOinv and (iii) FO+++. On the face of it, the complexity of the transla-
tion and overall query evaluation seems to favor (iii). However, there is a caveat:
the stated complexities of the translation and evaluation hide large constants.
Nonetheless, (iii) seems likely to win over (ii), assuming that a recursive query
evaluation engine evaluating the fixpoint queries on the invariant is available.
Last, another option of practical interest is to avoid query translation altogether
by using the following strategy for evaluating . on input I:
(iv) construct a standard linear instance I$ such that top(I$)=top(I ) and
evaluate . on I$.
The instance I$ can be evaluated from top(I ) in ptime, by Theorem 2.2. Altogether,
I$ can be constructed from I in ptime. Note that the size of I$ is roughly the same
as the size of top(I ). Thus, maintaining the simplified linear instance I$ as an
annotation instead of top(I ) combines the advantage of avoiding query translation
with evaluation on a smaller input. Note, however, that the only algorithm known
at this point for constructing I$ is via the topological invariant. We plan to evaluate
option (iv) experimentally in future work.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We examined the use of topological annotations to evaluate topological queries
against a spatial database. The first main result, showing that fixpoint expresses
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8 Term introduced by B. Kuijpers and J. Van Den Bussche.
exactly the ptime queries on topological invariants, shows that topological
invariants are especially well behaved with respect to descriptive complexity and
provides an appealing target language for the translation of spatial queries into
queries against the invariant. If recursion is not supported, FOtop(R, <) queries can
be translated into FOinv queries in the case of one-region schemas. Unfortunately,
this cannot be extended to the general case of multiple regions [GroSeg99]. The
complexity of the translation into FOinv is prohibitively high, even for one-region
schemas. However, it becomes more reasonable in several special cases of practical
interest, such as the existence of a small bound on number of lines intersecting at
one point. In all cases, the cost of the translation has to be balanced against the
potential savings due to the difference in size between spatial databases and their
topological invariants. Finally, another appealing option is to use as annotation a
linear embedding of the topological invariant, which circumvents the need for query
translation.
It is natural to wonder if these techniques can be extended beyond dimension
two. This question is examined in [Seg], and the picture is largely negative. The
existence of a topological invariant for 3-dimensional semi-algebraic databases
implies a positive answer to an open problem in knot theory: the existence of an
invariant for topologically equivalent knots [Cro63]. In dimension four (and
higher), it is shown in [Seg] that there is no finite topological invariant, because
topological equivalence itself is undecidable. This is shown by adapting the proof
of an undecidability result on topological equivalence of manifolds [Mar58]. The
latter proof is by reduction of the word problem for finitely generated groups to
isomorphism of the fundamental groups of two topological spaces, which in turn is
equivalent to their being homeomorphic.
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